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Career Information

CTSO: Business Professionals of America
Potential Student Certifications:
Precision Exams:

Mass Media Production
(Course # 19114474)

Course provides the technical knowledge and skills necessary for television, video, film, and/or radio production.
Writing scripts, camera operation, use of graphics and other visuals, lighting, audio techniques, editing, production
principles, and career opportunities are typical topics covered within Mass Media-Production courses. Students are

usually required to produce their own program or segment. Additional topics such as broadcast industry regulations,
radio/TV operation, power of the medium, photography, transmission technology, and so on may be included.

Prerequisite - None

Film Videotape
(Course # 11727560 {Not Currently Offered})

Course exposes students to the materials, processes, and artistic techniques involved in film or videotape. Students
learn about the operation of a camera, lighting techniques, camera angles, depth of field, composition, storyboarding,

sound capture, and editing techniques. Course topics may also include production values and various styles of
filmmaking (documentary, storytelling, news magazines, animation, and so on). As students advance, the instruction

regarding the creative process becomes more refined, and students are encouraged to develop their own artistic style. In
order to develop each student's style and artistic eye, major filmmakers, cinematographers, and their films may also be

studied.
Prerequisite -  Mass Media Production, or Instructor Approval

Digital Film Production II
(Course # 11767671 {Not Currently Offered})

This course focuses on the mastery of intermediate knowledge, skills and concepts related to film production. The
student develops advanced techniques and applies them to individual, collaborative and community-based projects.

The student continues to investigate and analyze current trends in filmmaking, including career opportunities,
contemporary technical and aesthetic considerations. The student analyzes and applies best practices to film production

projects, and evaluates their effectiveness in field productions.
Prerequisite -Mass Media Production & Film Videotape, or Instructor Approval

Digital Film Production III
(Course # 11777670 {Not Currently Offered})

This course offers the student an opportunity to further study film making principles and techniques with emphasis on
mastery of aesthetic and technical skills and concepts. The student refines advanced techniques through work on

individual, collaborative and community-based projects. The student integrates current trends in filmmaking, including
career opportunities, and contemporary technical and aesthetic considerations into his/her work. The student develops

and determines best practices for film production projects, and evaluates their effectiveness in field productions.
Literacy is integrated throughout the course. Prerequisite -Digital Film Production II, or Instructor Approval

Other Recommended Courses/Electives: Associate of Arts DACC

https://www.careerpathways-nm.com/careerclustersdetails?cluster=ArtsAudioVideoTechnologyCommunications&DoNotShowWorkforceRegionInformation=False
http://nmctso.com/bpa/

